Bohrs Complementarity principle is one of the central concepts in quantum mechanics which restricts joint measurement for certain observables. Of course, later development shows that joint measurement could be possible for such observables with the introduction of a certain degree of unsharpness or fuzziness in the measurement. In this paper, we show that the optimal degree of unsharpness, which guarantees the joint measurement of all possible pairs of dichotomic observables, determines the degree of nonlocality in quantum mechanics as well as in more general no-signaling theories.
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At the time of the birth of quantum mechanics, two central non-classical concepts that appeared were the uncertainty principle [1] and the complementarity principle [2] [3] [4] [5] . Then came the most surprising idea of quantum nonlocality [6] . Recently it has been shown that quantum mechanics cannot be more nonlocal with measurements that respect the uncertainty principle [7] (see also Ref. [8] ). In fact, this relationship between uncertainty and nonlocality holds well for all physical theories.
One of the original versions of the complementarity principle tells that there are observables in quantum mechanics that do not admit unambiguous joint measurement. Examples are position and momentum [9] [10] [11] , spin measurement in different directions [11, 12] , path and interference inn the double slit experiment [13, 14] , etc. With the introduction of the generalized measurement i.e. positive operator-valued measure (POVM), it was shown that observables which do not admit perfect joint measurement, may allow joint measurement if the measurements are made sufficiently fuzzy. This feature has been extensively studied for the case of position and momentum [9, 10] and also for spin observables [15] , [16] .
In this paper, we argue that the complementarity principle can also play a role in determining the nonlocality for quantum mechanics as well as for various no-signaling probabilistic theories. In particular, we show that the optimal degree of unsharpness that guarantees joint measurement of all possible pairs of dichotomic observables (such as s pair of dichotomic observables would exist in all physical theories) can be considered as the degree of complementarity and show that it determines the degree of nonlocality of the theory. Next we consider joint measurement for all possible pairs of observables with binary outcomes (which appears in Bell's inequality) in quantum mechanics and find the optimal unsharpness necessary for * Electronic address: manik11ju@gmail.com † Electronic address: rajjakgazimath@gmail.com ‡ Electronic address: sibasish@imsc.res.in § Electronic address: kar.guruprasad@gmail.com their joint measurement. This optimal unsharpness thus found, completely determines the degree of Bell violation in quantum mechanics. Consider a generalized probability theory [17] where any state of the system is described by an element ω of Ω, the convex state-space of the system. Ω may be considered as a convex subset of a real vector space. By convexity of the state-space Ω we mean that any probabilistic mixture of any two states ω 1 , ω 2 ∈ Ω, will describe a physical state of the system. An observable A (with the corresponding outcome set {A j : j ∈ J}) is an affine map from Ω into the set of probability distributions on the outcome set. A measurement of an observable A ≡ {A j | j p ω Aj = 1 ∀ ω ∈ Ω}, performed on the system, allows us to gain information about the state ω of the physical system. The measurement of A consists of various outcomes A j with p ω Aj being the probability of getting outcome A j , given the state ω. Let Γ be the set of all observables with two measurement outcomes ( j = +1, −1 ), say 'yes'(= +1) and 'no'(= −1). If A ∈ Γ is such a kind of two-outcome observable, then the average value of A on a state ω is given by
Given a two-outcome observable A ≡ {A yes , A no | p ω Ayes + p ω Ano = 1 ∀ ω ∈ Ω}, we define a fuzzy or unsharp observable, again with binary outcomes
is the probability of getting the outcome A are smooth versions of the probabilities of their original counterparts in the following way;
for all ω ∈ Ω.
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We denote the set of all unsharp observables with binary outcomes for a given λ by Γ (λ) . For any
the average value of A (λ) on a given state ω ∈ Ω can be calculated as
Given a state ω ∈ Ω and two observables 
whatever be the choice of ω ∈ Ω. For our purpose, we will concentrate only on the existence of the joint measurement of two two-outcome observables A 1 , A 2 ∈ Γ. Given a physical theory it is not justifiable to demand that joint measurement should exist for any pair of A 1 , A 2 ∈ Γ, although in the classical world, it is always possible to construct a joint measurement observable. On the other hand, there are certain observables in quantum theory which can not be jointly measured jointly. But it may be possible that observables which are not jointly measurable in a theory, may admit joint measurement for their unsharp counterparts within that theory. For two given observables, the values of unsharp parameter that make joint measurement possible, depend on the observables. Let λ opt denotes the optimum (maximum) value of the unsharp parameter λ that guarantees the existence of joint measurement for all possible pairs of dichotomic observables A
. λ opt can then be considered as a property of that particular theory. It is obvious from the definition that joint measurement must exists for any two A
, where λ ≤ λ opt . The value of λ opt measures the degree of complementarity of the theory in the sense that as λ opt decreases, the corresponding theory has more complementarity. Of course, finding the value of λ opt for a theory will depend on the details of the mathematical structure of the theory.
Let us now consider the case of a composite system consisting of two subsystems with associated state spaces Ω 1 and Ω 2 respectively (in a no-signaling probabilistic theory). The state space of the composite system is defined to be Ω 1 ⊗ Ω 2 , which is again a convex subset of a real vector space, whereas, an observable A 12 is an affine map (with outcome space {A (j) 12 : j ∈ J}) from Ω 1 ⊗ Ω 2 into the set of all probability distributions on the outcome space [17] . Given any observable A 1 for the first subsystem (with outcome space {A 1j : j ∈ J 1 }) and any observable A 2 for the second subsystem (with outcome space {A 2k : k ∈ J 2 }), here, for our purpose, we consider only observables of the form
is the probability of getting the result (j, k) when measurement of A 1 and A 2 are performed on the joint state η. Thus, when we take the unsharp version A (λ) of a dichotomic observable for the first subsystem and a dichotomic observable B for the second subsystem then, for any state
yes ,Byes will be the unsharp version of the probability p Theorem (1): Consider a composite system composed of two subsystem with state spaces Ω 1 and Ω 2 respectively in a no-signaling probabilistic theory. For any pair of dichotomic observabless A 1 , A 2 ∈ Γ 1 on the first system and dichotomic observables B 1 , B 2 ∈ Γ 2 on the second system with the joint state η ∈ Ω 1 ⊗ Ω 2 , we have the following inequality;
where λ opt has the meaning as described above. This theorem easily follows from the following result by Andersson et al. [18] : In a no-signaling theory, if we consider a pair of observables A 1 , A 2 ∈ Γ 1 on one system and B 1 , B 2 ∈ Γ 2 on another and make the further assumption that on one side joint measurement is possible, then the following inequality holds.
This inequality may not hold, in general, as joint measurement may not be possible as for example in quantum theory. As we discussed earlier, the joint measurement may still be possible in that case by taking the unsharp counterparts of A 1 , A 2 (say). We assume that A 
where
If we set λ = λ opt , the theorem then follows. From the expression of inequality (5) it is clear that the amount of Bell violation is upper bounded by the unsharp parameter λ opt , which is a characteristic of complementarity of that particular physical theory. As for example, in classical theory joint measurement of any two dichotomic observables is possible which means λ opt = 1. Contrary to this, we will show that, in quantum mechanics, the value of λ opt is
. And, therefore, the amount of nonlocality of quantum theory respects the Cirel'son bound 2 √ 2 [19] .
In quantum mechanics any state of a d-dimensional system S is described by a density operator acting on a d-dimensional Hilbert space H S and measurements are associated with POVMs. Consider the following two dichotomic POVMs M j ≡ {A j , I d − A j } (j = 1, 2) where 0 ≤ A j ≤ I d , I d being the identity operator on the Hilbert space H S and A j acts on H S . The unsharp version of M j is of the form:
. We will first briefly describe the condition of joint measurability of unsharp versions of two dichotomic projection valued measurements (PVM), when system Hilbert space H S ∼ = C 2 , introduced by Busch [15] .
are normalized pure states in C 2 such that 
In the measurement of the POVM M
12 if G ++ 'clicks', we say that both ℘ . Thus the maximum allowed value of the unsharpness parameter λ opt is
. In the case of PVM, the factor 1+λ 2
( 1−λ 2 ) has been interpreted as degree of reality (unsharpness) [15] . Before describing the proof of Theorem (2), we prove the following Lemma.
Lemma: Joint measurement of unsharp versions of any two dichotomic PVMs M 1 and M 2 of any d-dim quantum system is possible iff 0 
2 I Hα }, where I Hα is the identity operator acting on exists for all λ with 0 < λ ≤ 1, and the only non-trivial subcase (iii) boils down to the case of existence of unsharp joint measurement of two noncommuting observables M
And we know, in this case
Now we have to show that for 0 ≤ λ ≤ From above we see that λ opt ≥ 1/ √ 2. Let us now consider joint measurement of the unsharp versions M
j=2 |j j|} respectively, where |± = (1/ √ 2)(|0 + |1 ). For the joint measurability of these two unsharp observables, it is easy to see (by restricting our attention to the two dim. subspace spanned by |0 and |1 ) here that λ opt = 1/ √ 2. So, for the general case also, we must have that λ opt = 1/ √ 2. 2 Proof of the theorem (2): As both
POVMs, therefore (by Neumark's dialation theorem [22] ), one can find out a two dim. ancilla system A with the associated Hilbert space H A being spanned by an ONB {|0 A , |1 A }, such that the measurements of M 1 and M 2 can be realized by two dichotomic PVMs M 1 = {℘ 11 , (I d − ℘ 11 )} and M 2 = {℘ 12 , (I d − ℘ 12 )} respectively on the joint Hilbert space H S ⊗ H A such that for any state ρ of the system S, we have:
Consider now the following two PVMs on H S+A :
The unsharp versions of these two PVMs are M
2 (I 2d − ℘ 1l )} (with the same value of λ as was taken for the joint mea-
We have seen earlier that joint measurement of M . Note that here: 0 ≤ G jk ≤ I 2d for all j, k ∈ {+, −} and j,k G jk = I 2d ;
Thus we see that 0 ≤ G jk ≤ I d for all j, k ∈ {+, −}.
1 |ψ S ψ|] for all |ψ S ∈ H S , etc. Therefore we have
It follows that M . It then follows from the Lemma that
2 It follows from Theorem (1) that when two dichotomic observables A 1 and A 2 are not jointly measurable, then possibility of the joint measurement of their unsharp versions sets a bound on the Bell-Clauser-Horne-ShimonyHolt (Bell-CHSH) expression (Eq. (7)) not at 2 but at some value higher than 2. This gives rise to the possibility of violation of the Bell-CHSH inequality involving these two observables. Wolf et al. [23] show that this possibility turns out to be a reality for all pairs of incompatible dichotomic observables in quantum theory.
It is to be noted that the uncertainty relation (UR) in a no-signaling theory, by itself, does not determine the bound on non-locality. For example, there is no uncertainty in both the Popescu-Rohrlich (PR)-correlation as well as the classical world [7] . But these two theories are on opposite poles in the context of non-locality. Actually the UR provides a meaningful bound on non-locality of a theory when non-locality arises due to some non-classical effect, namely steering. On the other hand, the assumption on complementarity in any no-signaling theory could derive a Bell's inequality which then sets a bound on nonlocality. Possibly this happens because the UR is related to the statistical nature of the theory whereas complementarity is deeply related to the detailed structure of the theory. For example, for the PR-correlation, there is no structure to exploit to find λ opt .
In this context, the comment made by Oppenheim and Wehner [7] is worth mentioning. They have shown that there may exist a theory that can be as nonlocal as quantum mechanics but that has less complementarity which apparently contradicts our result. From our result it can be inferred that the notion of complementarity, namely information complementarity, that has been considered in Ref. [7] , is not equivalent to the one used in this paper. We think that the notion of complementarity in terms of the non-existence of joint measurement is somewhat stronger and our results suggest further exploration of relations among different notions of complementarity.
Note: Recently, we found a recent paper by Busch et al. [24] , where it has been shown that when the unsharp parameters (λ, µ) for the pair of dichotomic quantum observables (A 1 , A 2 ) are different, the joint measurability condition would give rise to λ 2 + µ 2 ≤ 1, a condition which follows from the Cirel'son bound [19] -the bound, we are aiming to achieve in the present paper in the special case λ = µ.
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